NOTES:
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
1) DETECTOR CONCENTRIC TO TOP CAP D.Ø. WITHIN ± .015.
2) FINISH: CAP, HEADER AND PINS ARE GOLD PLATED.

PRODUCT MARKING.

4) MATERIAL TYPE: Ge-SC
ACTIVE AREA SIZE: 13.0 mm DIA
PACKAGE SPECIFICATION: P1
DETECTOR SPECIFICATION AT:
MINIMUM RESPONSE AT 1.3 uN: 0.8 A/V
MINIMUM RESPONSE AT 0.85 uN: 0.2 A/V
MINIMUM DETECTOR SHUNT IMPEDANCE (Rd): 1.5 Kohms
MAXIMUM REVERSE VOLTAGE (Vr): -0.35 VOLTS
MAXIMUM DARK CURRENT AT MAX WR: 100 µA
WINDOW MATERIAL: BOROSILICATE GLASS